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Considertheboundaryvalueprob1em~y”=(y2-t2)y’,-l~t~O,y(-1)= 
A, y(O) = B. Depending on the choice of A and B, one can ensure the existence of 
“turning points,” ;; ,v( ;, c)’ - i2 = 0. However, due to the nonlinear nature of the 
problem, one does not know the position or number of such turning points. In the 
case when A > 0 = B Kedem, Parter and Steuerwalt gave a development of this 
problem based on an abstract bifurcation analysis which in turn was based on 
“degree theory.” In this paper we give a complete analysis of the problem based 
entirely on a priori estimates and the “shooting” method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The nonlinear boundary value problem 
Ey”(u) = [y2(t,e) - r2]y’(v), (1.1) 
y(-kc) = A, y(Q) = B, (1.2) 
E > 0, was introduced by Howes and Parter [2] as a model problem having a 
continuous locus of potential “turning points,” i.e., points t^ at which 
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y*( ;, z) - ? = 0. The main questions raised by (l.l), (1.2) concern the 
multiplicity of solutions for a given A and B, and the asymptotic behavior 
of these solutions as c + 0. 
In [2], Howes and Parter showed that, if 0 I B < A < 1, the only 
possible constant limiting solutions are y E A, y E B and y E l/ fi A 
further analysis was carried out by Kedem et al. [3], who studied the case 
A > B = 0. This work was motivated by a conjecture of Sutton [5], who has 
made computational experiments based on the methods of [2]. Her conjec- 
ture was: Suppose 0 I B < l/ 0-C A I 1. Then for E sufficiently small, 
there exist at least three solutions, having A, B, and l/ 0, respectively, as 
limiting values for t E (- l,O). (Howes [l] has since given a proof of the 
conjecture.) 
In [3] it was shown that there is always at least one solution to (1. l), (1.2). 
If A = 1, B = 0, the number of solutions tends to 00 as c + 0; in addition 
to the solution y = -t, for each positive integerj and c = e(j) sufficiently 
small, there are at least two distinct solutions which cross y = -t exactly j
times in (- 1 ,O). The limiting behavior of these solutions is described by 
step functions. For A # 1, B = 0, necessary and sufficient conditions for 
existence of solutions were derived in terms of the solution to an associated 
set of algebraic equations. The main techniques involved a theorem of 
Rabinowitz [4] and some asymptotic estimates on the solutions of (1.1). The 
restriction B = 0 was necessary mainly in order to use Rabinowitz’s result. 
In this paper, we extend the results of [3] by removing the restriction 
B = 0. In order to do this, we use completely different methods. Reference 
[3] was based on an abstract bifurcation analysis which, in turn, was based 
on degree theory; this paper gives a complete analysis based entirely on a 
priori estimates and the “shooting” method. In Section 2, the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions is analyzed for the regions ] y ) I ] t ( and I y I L ( t (. It 
is shown that the asymptotic limits of the crossing points of y( t,c) with 
y = & t can be explicitly computed. Section 3 is used to derive an associated 
algebraic system, satisfied (in the limit) by the intersection of solutions with 
y = + t; it also proves the existence of a unique solution to this algebraic 
system. In Section 4, we return to the question: For a given A and B, how 
many solutions are there to (l.l), (1.2)? The answer is given implicitly in 
terms of the solutions of the algebraic system. For most A, B, and E 
sufficiently small the number of solutions to (l.l), (1.2) is finite and can 
(with some work) be explicitly calculated. This number tends to cc as 
A + 1, B + 0, and c + 0. If A, B, the number of “crossings” j, and the 
behavior near t = - 1 and t = 0 is specified, the analysis of Section 4 yields 
existence and “uniqueness” theorems-provided c is sufficiently small. The 
methods of analysis enables one to get a complete picture of the variation in 
the solutions as A and B are changed. 
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Since -y( t,c) is a solution of (1.1) whenever y( 1,~) is, we may restrict 
ourselves to the case B < A. (For A = B, y E A is the only solution.) The 
case B < A I 0 is relatively easy to handle, and will be discussed in an 
appendix. Thus, our main effort is concerned with the case B < A, A > 0. 
Our major tools are those developed in Section 2, using extensions of the 
asymptotic estimates of [3] and backward shooting methods starting at 
t = 0. (The backward integration is used for a technical reason: in this 
direction, it can be proved that solutions continue to exist for all t.) 
2. LOCAL &SWLTS 
The first proposition is an algebraic result which will be useful in 
establishing facts about (1.1). The constant i satisfies - 1 < i I 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let z(w) = f w3 - i2w. Then 
(i) z(w) is an increasing function of w for w > -i 
(ii) If j > -i and c > 0, there is a unique solution w > -; $0 z(w) = 
z(F) + c. 
Proof: (i) z(w) is a cubic with critical points at w = *i The point 
w = - t > 0 is a local minimum, so z(w) is increasing for w > - t. 
(ii) By (i), 7 > -t * z( 7) > z( - i). Hence for c > 0, the horizontal line 
z = z(J) + c is above the local minimum, and so it intersects the graph of 
z(w) at a unique value w > -i (See Fig. 2.1.) Cl 
FIG. 2.1. The cubic z = fw’ - r2w, f < 0. The horizontal line is z = z(j) - K, v and K 
given. The desired solution to z(w) = z(j) - K is the intersection of the horizontal line with 
the darker portion of the cubic, w > -i 
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FIG. 2.2. The regions I: y I Itl, t < 0 and II: Iyj 5 Itj, t < 0. In region I, solutions 
(integrated backward) have derivatives whose absolute value decreases exponentially; in region 
II, the derivatives increase at an exponential rate. 
Let y( t,r) be a solution to (1.1). 
The next two lemmas describe the limiting forms of the trajectories when 
the initial conditions are in regions I and II, respectively. (See Fig. 2.2.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that lim,,, y(i,c) = J, with jj L - f. Suppose also 
that lim,,, - ry’(<c) = K > 0. Then 
(i) lim c,Oy(t,r) = a for -a < t < i, where a is the solution > -t to 
+(j? - a3) - i”(j7 - a) = -K , (2-l) 
and 
(ii) ilceln(y’(-a,r)( = --a*;+ G - y. (2-4 
Proof. We first show that y(t,c) tends to a limit for y < t < i, some 
y < i (See Fig. 2.3.) This follows from the direct integration of (1.1): We 
get 
-fl;(y’ - s*)ds y’(i,c). (2.3) 
We claim that, for any 6 sufficiently small, lim,,,y’(; - 6,~) = 0. For 
J> -i,letO<S<y+iThen 
J ( ’ Y i-6 -(i-S)2]ds=S[J2 -(;-6)2] G8. 
Thus Iy’(t-- S,C)]-c e-‘b]y’(f,e)l, so y’(i- 6,~) is exponentially small. 
NOW suppose jj = t. We shall show that we can replace the initial conditions 
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FIG. z.3. The limiting form of a trajectory with initial (i,j) in region I, and lim,,, 
- ry’(t,r) = K> 0. 
f, 7 by t’, y( t’) (i.e., a point on the same solution) with some t’ + ias e + 0 
and lim C,oY(tC) > 2; the previous argument will then hold. First, we may 
assume that WC t, t’+ t as z + 0 such that y’(t’, E) = -K/2c and - - 
) Y’l > K/2e for t E (t ‘, i]. (If not, there is an interval [i - 6, t] for which 
I Y’(t, 4 ’ K/2 r; it is then clear that f, y(L) may be chosen along the 
trajectory such that lim,,,; = i, lim,,,jj > y.) Next, we see from (2.3) that 
1,y’(t’,c)/Y’(f,r)=exp(-f~~(Y2-s2)~). 2 
Either y2 - s2 is unbounded for t E (P, i) as c + 0, in which case we are 
through (as above), or else y2 - s 2 5 0( 1). In the latter case, since 
J( f: y2 - s2)ds m rln2 
we must have It’ - ;I L O(c). Finally 
y(t’,c) =y(i,c) +Jf;‘(t,+t >y(i,c) +$/I< - il. 
I 
Hence, lim ,,oY(f4) ’ v. 
As long as Y ’ - t2 > 0, Iy’(t)l d ecreases (integrating backward), so 
Y’( t,e) remains small and y approaches a constant.-Since this is true for any 
small 6, Y must approach a constant for y < t < t, some y. In order to see 
what that constant is, we integrate (1.1) from t = t-to t = i - 6. Then 
c[y’(i- 6.c) -y’(G)] = -[;*yysxy2 - s2)ds. (2.4) 
The RHS of (2.4) may be rewritten: 
-y3(s,c) i 
3 I 
+s’Y(s,c)];-, - 21issY(s,r)ds. (2.9 
r-6 
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By hypothesis, and by the previous calculation, the limit of the LHS is K. 
The RHS approaches 
a3 - -3 
---L + iyy - a] + O(6). 
3 (2.6) 
Since (2.5) is valid for all 6 sufficiently small, we conclude that a must 
satisfy (2.1). (Note that a is the solution to z(w) = z( 7) + K, which exists 
by Proposition 2.1.) Furthermore, it is now clear that y may be taken to be 
- a. 
(ii) To establish (2.2), we again integrate (1.1) from f = t to t = -a; this 
time, we first divide by y’. We get 
elnly’(-a,<)\ - cln(y’(t,c)I = -/To(y2 - S2)ds. (2.7) 
Sincey(t,c) + a and clnJy’(i,c)) + 0, the limiting form of (2.7) is (2.2). •J 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that lim,,, y( t, z) = J, with 171 5 ) tl. Suppose also 
that lim,,, - 6lnly’(t,r)l = L > 0. Then 
(0 lim,+o y(t,c) = j for -b < t 15 i, where b is the unique solution 
2 IA of 
jj2;-f+J*+ -L. 
(ii) 3t, + -bus z -+ 0 such thuty(t,,c) = -t,. 
(iii) Jiiccy’(t,,c) = y - b*(b - 9). (2.9) 
Proof. (i) Once again, we integrate (1.1) to get (2.3). Since, by hypothe- 
sis, y’(f,~) is exponentially small, y’(t,~) is exponentially small for all 
I > - 6, where b satisfies 
J( I, j* - s*ps = -L. 
(See Fig. 2.4.) We can use (2.10) to solve for b. Equation (2.10), when 
integrated, yields (2.8). Note that (2.8) may be written as 
(2.11) 
By the same arguments as in Proposition 2.1, with J and - i interchanged, 
there is a unique solution b to (2.11) for b > J. 
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W b) 
FIG. 2.4. The limiting form of trajectories with initial i, 7 in region II, and lim,,, 
-rlnly’(~c)l=L>O.(a)J>O.(b)y<O. 
(ii) For any 6 > 0 sufficiently small, (2.3) shows that y’( -b - S,r) either 
grows exponentially large in e, or else 3t,, with -b - 6 I t, < -b, such 
that y( t<,c) = -t,. (See Fig. 2.3.) Since the exponential growth also implies 
the existence of such a t,, and since this is true for all S > 0, assertion (ii) is 
proved. 
(iii) The growth- of y implies _that y’( t, C) must stop being exponentially 
small in E, i.e., 3, > t,, with $ + b as- c + 0, such that y’(t,c) = -6: 
Note that, sincey’(t,r) + 0 for t, I t I t, lim,,,y(t,c) = jj for t, 5 t I t. 
To establish (2.9), we now use Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) with i - S and t replaced 
by t, and iC, respectively. I7 
The last lemma of this section describes the initial segment of the 
trajectory of (1.1) if y(O,r) = B < 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose lim,,,y(O, e) = B < 0, and lim,,, - ey’(0, c) = 
K > 0. Then 
(0 W,O y( t, E) = a for - 1 a 1 < t < 0, where a is the real solution to 
+(u’ - B3) = K, (2.12) 
and 
(ii) C~lclnly’(-[u(,e)l = -#Ial’. (2.13) 
Proof: This lemma is essentially the same as Lemma 2.1, with i = 0; 
there is an added difficulty that the trajectory may cross through the region 
I y I < (t I, soy’ may not change in a monotone fashion. (See Fig. 2.5.) Hence 
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FIG. 2.5. The limiting form of trajectories for initial condition y(O,c) = BCO, and 
lim r-80 - cy'(O,c) = K > 0. (a) K is small enough that lim,,,y(t,r) < 0 for t near 0. (b) For 
t > 0 the trajectories pass through 1 y 1 < 1 tI. 
we cannot immediately use the previous argument hat y(t,e) approaches a 
limit for 1 near t = 0. 
Let a be defined as in (2.12), and let 6 > 0 be arbitrarily small. We first 
claim that y(r,r) cannot remain bounded away from y = a for -6 I t < 0 
and all e, 6 sufficiently small. For, integrating (1.1) from t = 0 to t = t* 
(-6 I t, < 0), we get 
E[yqt*,C) - yt(o,c)] = -pY’(s)(y2 - sw* (2.14) 
** 
By hypothesis, -lim,,,,ry’(O,~) = K > 0. If y stays bounded away from-u, 
the RHS of (2.14) will be strictly less than K + O(6). Thus Iy’(t*,c)j > K/E 
for some K > 0 and 6 sufficiently small. Since this is true of all t* such that 
- 6 I t* < 0, y changes by 0(1/E), and cannot stay bounded away from a 
for any fiite value of t; this contradicts the assumption that u is an upper 
bound for y. 
Also, y cannot become strictly larger than a, i.e., bounded away from a 
from above for any t < 0 with t sufficiently small. For, if y hits y = a, let 
t,(c) be the value of t when y = a. Then from (2.12) and (2.14) we have that 
lim,,,cy’(t,,r) = 0. For all t such that -[al < t < 0, ( y’J decreases (as 
(1.1) is integrated backward), and, as in Lemma 2.1, y( t, E) approaches a as 
c + 0. 
(ii) Same as the proof in Lemma 2.1. Cl 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose lim,,, - ry’(0, C) = K L 0, and 
lims,o(l/6)lim,,oy(6, E) = 0 or co. Then y(t, C) exists for all t 5 0. 
Furthermore, if the solution hits y = -t at t < 0, and lim,,,e In y’( t, E) # 0 
at the crossing (if that crossing is horizontal) or lim,,,ey’(t, E) # 0 (if the 
crossing is vertical), then y( t, c) crosses y = - t an infinite number of times. 
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Proof: If B > 0, we apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 alternately, starting with 
Lemma 2.1 (since u > i = 0). These lemmas explicitly calculate the limiting 
values of the successive crossing points. (If K = 0, there may be only one 
crossing point, e.g., if y’(O,e) = Ok.) If B = 0, the hypothesis on 
lim,,,(l/Wm,,, y(6,~) forces the behavior near t = 0 to be either hori- 
zontal or vertical; we can then apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. If B < 0, the 
above hypothesis again rules out solutions y(t,e) for which y = -t is the 
limiting solution for - 1 < t < 0. We can start with Lemma 2.3 and then 
apply Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 alternately. The uniqueness of the point p(e) is 
clear from these lemmas. 0 
3. AN ALGEBRAIC SYSTEM 
We have seen that, in the limit as z + 0, almost all of the solutions to 
(1.1) are a succession of horizontal and vertical segments; the length of each 
segment can be explicitly computed given lim,,,y(O,c) and lim,,,ey’(O,e). 
We shall consider a system of algebraic equations which are satisfied in 
the limit by the successive points ti at which y(t,e) crosses the line y = -t. 
Much of what is in this section was already done in [3] under the condition 
that B = 0. Here we show that those results still hold for B # 0. The first 
lemma and theorem apply to a solution y(t,e) if lim,,,y(t,e) L 0 for 
t < 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let tie,(e) > ti(e) > ti+ ,(z) be three successive points at 
which a solution y(t,~) crosses y = -t. Zf tip,, ti, ti+,, denote the limits of 
these points as E + 0, then 
t; =+(tj)_, + ti-,ti+, + tf+,). (3.1) 
Proof. There are two possible cases, as shown in Figs. 3.la, b. Each case 
can be done by the methods of Section 2. For the case of Fig. 3.la, let S > 0 
be any sufficiently small number, and use (2.4) with t - S and ireplaced by 
ti - S and ti + 6. Sincey(t, + 6,~) + -ti-, andy(t, - 6,~) + -ti+,, by 
using (2.5) and letting S + 0 we get (3.1). 
For the case of 3.lb, we use (2.7), with -a and f-replaced by ti+, and 
ti- ,. By previous computations, the LHS tends to zero as E + 0. Also, for 
‘i+l < t < ti- ,, y(t,~) + li. Evaluating the RHS and setting it equal to 
zero, we again get (3.1). Cl 
We shall now prove an existence and uniqueness theorem for (3.1), 
regarded as a system of equations for a set of points {ti}. We shall denote 
by to and tj the right and left endpoints of the set. 
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k > 
t i+l t. 1 ti-l 
ti+l ti ti-l 
FIG. 3.1. Successive crossings of y = - f by limits of solutions to (1.1) as c + 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. There is u unique solution 0 L t, > I, > . - .> tj to (3.1) 
with 
t, 5 0, tj < f. given. (3 4 
Proof. Equation (3.1) gives rise to a mapping of finite sequences of 
numbers between tj and 0, namely: For any sequence 5 = tj < T-, 
< -* e-c 7. = t,, let 
I;;(7) = - {j[& + ,ri+,7;:-, + 7i:,]}‘p (3.3) 
for i = 1 2 , , . . . ,j, and F0 = t,, 5 = tj. It is clear that any fixed point of this 
map is a solution to (3.1) and (3.2). We shall show that (4;:) has a unique 
fixed point. 
Consider two such sequences r = {TV} and u = {ai}. Then 
&2(u) - I;i’(7) 
I 2 x5 (J. 
R 1+1 - 7i:,) + (Ui+lUi-, - 7i+,7i-,) + (Oi2_, - ~~,)I 
(3.4 
for i = 1 , . . . ,j - 1. Let & E ui - TV, q E ai + TV. Also, write I$, & for 
F,(u) + F~(T) and I;;(u) - q( 7). Equation (3.4) may then be written as 
i=l ,..., j - 1. A1s0,;~ = 0, &, = 0. 
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The coefficients of {c#+} in (3.5) are not constant, but we will get bounds 
on them which ensure that (E;;} maps any two sequences closer to one 
another. We divide (3.5) by q, and write the resulting system as 
$=Lr#l. (3.6) 
Note that the matrix L has nonzero entries only just above and just below 
the diagonal. We first obtain a bound on these coefficients, and then show 
this implies the desired result. Let ai denote the entry in the ith row, 
(i + 1)th column; bi is in the i th row, (i - 1)th column. 
LEMMA 3.2. Iail + lbil < 1. 
Proof. ai=(1/3~)[&-,+$~+,]; bi=(1/3Wi)[w+,++I+-,I. Both 
a, and bi are > 0. An elementary calculation shows that 
a, + bi = (3.7) 
Now 
0 <i!&+l - 7J = (3 -$)7i:, + (fm$)7i+17i-, + (J-$)7i:1* 
Hence 
${7i:, + 7i+17i-l + 7:,} >a{&, + 2Ti+,Ti-, + &}. 
This may be rewritten as 
II;;t7)l >1(7i+l + T-11. 
Inequality (3.8) also applies to u, and hence 
pq >+lw(+, + &-,I. 
(3.8) 
It follows that the RHS of (3.7) is < 1. Cl 
We return to Theorem 3.1. L is a tri-diagonal matrix whose entries satisfy 
Iail + lbil < l. It f o 11 ows [6] that if I A I 2 1, then L - XI is nonsingular, so 
all the eigenvalues of L are < 1 in absolute value. From this it can be 
shown that { 4} has a unique fixed point. In fact, a direct iterative scheme is 
convergent o this unique fixed point. Cl 
We now deal with solutions which cross y = + t as well, i.e., when B < 0. 
We have seen that there is a unique turning point P(r), and we shall be 
concerned now with solutions for which /3 G lim,,,,&<) < 0. Lemma 2.3 
implies that for t < 0 sufficiently near t = 0, lim,,,y(r,c) = /3. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose lim,,,y (t, E) = fi < 0 for /3 < t < 0. Let 
t,(c),. ..Jj(C),. . . denote the crossings of y( t, 6) by y = - t, and t,, t,, . . . , tj, . . . 
their limiting values. Then 
(i) t: = +( /I2 - /It2 + tz). (3.9) 
Furthermore, if B C /3, then 
(ii) p2 = +tf. (3.10) 
Proof: (i) Use equation (2.4) with i - 6 and i replaced by t, - 6 and 
t, + S, with S small. The argument of Lemma 2.1 then produces (3.9). 
(ii) Use Eq. (2.7), with -a and t replaced by t, and 0. The hypothesis 
B < j3 implies that lim,,,,c In) y’(0, e)l + 0, so the LHS + 0. The RHS, set 
equal to zero, yields (3.10). Cl 
The following is the analog of Theorem 3.1. Its use will be different 
depending on whether B < /3 or B = /3, with (3.10) holding if B < fi and 
not, in general, otherwise. (See Fig. 3.2.) 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) Let tj be given. Then there is a unique solution 0 > /? > 
t, > t, > - - * > tj to (3-l), i = 2,. . . , j - 1, and (3.9), (3.10). 
(ii) Let tj and /I be given. Then there is a unique solution 0 > /3 > t, 
> . . . > tj to (3.1), i = 2,. . . ,j - 1 and (3.9). 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 3.2. Crossings of y = + f and y = - t by a limit of solutions if B < 0 and j3 < 0. (a) /3 
and t, are related by 3b2 = t:. (b) r: > 3b2. 
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Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.1, so we shall 
just indicate the differences. 
(i) Let T denote a sequence p > 7, > r2 > . . * > 5, u a sequence y > u, 
> a2 > * * . > uj. &(T), i 2 2 is as before, but 
F,(T) = - {f[/32 - /?T2 + 7;]}“2, 
F,(7) =+7,. 
cpi, K, c&, ki are as before. Then (3.5) still holds for i 1 2. For i = 0, 1, we 
have 
%&j =wf#q, (3.11) 
*,(a, =#v, -fw,)c#a2 +;(w, -3w,)#~. (3.12) 
To show that [ai1 + 1 b,I < 1 for all i, it suffices to show this for i = 1 and 
i = 0. For i = 0, bi = 0 and Iail = W,/3po= l/ fi< 1. For i = 1, 
Iad + lbll = 
+(I721 + 1~21 - IPI - Id> 
I4(41 + I4b)I 
As in the previous theorem, it can be shown that I F,( 7)l > 41 r2 - /31 and 
similarly for Fr( a), which implies that ]ai ( + ] bil < 1. 
(ii) Let 
F,(7) = -{j[S2 - 87 + T;]}1’2> 
4(7>, i > 1 as before. 
The relevant equations are (3.5), i I 2, (3.12). The proof that Ia,1 < 1 is 
done by the usual methods. 0 
4. .EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
The solution to the boundary value problem (1. I), (1.2) is not unique, as 
shown by examples in [ 1, 31. However, as we shall see, any two solutions are 
qualitatively different: They can be distinguished by the number of points 
at which the solutions cross y = -+t, and the behavior of the solutions at 
the boundary. 
From the estimates of Section 2, it follows that the behavior near each 
boundary is characterized by lim ,,,,cy’(f,c), where r= -1 or 0; if this 
limit is nonzero, the initial segment of the solution at that boundary 
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approaches a vertical line whose length goes to zero with this limit. If 
lim,,oy’(f,c) = 0, the initial segment is (in the limit) horizontal. 
We shall divide the analysis into four cases, depending on whether the 
behavior at t = - 1 and t = 0 is vertical or horizontal. In each case we ask 
the question: For given A and B, how many solutions are there to (1. I), (1.2) 
in the limit as E + O? The answer is given implicitly in terms of the 
solutions to (3.1), but in a form such that it could be explicitly computed. 
The analysis provides a complete picture of how the solutions change as A 
and B are varied, and also how the boundary value A changes as B and 
y’(O,c) are varied. 
We first discuss solutions which, in the limit as E + 0, have a vertical 
segment (shock layer) at both t = - 1 and t = 0. (See Fig. 4.1.) We also 
assume that, if B < 0, then p = 0. For each odd j we consider the solution 
to (3.1) with t, = 0 and tj+, = - 1. (For this boundary behavior, the 
number of strictly interior crossing points must be odd.) Let gj,j 2 1 be the 
open interval (- t{, - tj’,z), where t/ denotes the ith point of the solution to 
(3.1) having j + 2 points - td < . . . < -t/+, = 1. (If the j is understbod, 
we may sometimes uppress the superscript.) Similarly, let $Aj be the open 
interval (- 00, - t{). By “strictly interior” points of intersection withy = - t, 
we mean those t{(r) for which - 1 < lim,,ot/(c) c 0. 
Remark. For fixed E small, the actual number of interior points of 
intersection may be greater than the limiting number of “strictly interior” 
such points. That is, we might have t,,(c) < 0, to(c) + 0 as E + 0 or 
tj+I(E) > -19 fim,,, ,+I t (c) = - 1. The above method of counting was 
adopted because it eliminates the division into further special cases that 
would be needed if those other points of crossing were counted as well, and 
simplifies the description of the collection of all solutions. 
FIG. 4.1. A solution to (1.1) with boundary layers at both ends and three interior turning 
points. 
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THEOREM 4.1. (i) There is a solution to (l.l), (1.2) having a boicndury 
layer at each end, j strictly interior points of intersection with y = -t and no 
strictly interior points of intersection with y = t if A E ej, B E ‘%lj and E is 
sufficiently small. Such a solution is unique. Its limiting behavior as c + 0 is a 
step function: a series of horizontal and vertical lines crossing y = -t at the 
points t/. A necessary condition for such a solution is A E cMj, B E ~1%~~ 
where “cl” denotes “closure of.” 
(ii) The { gj} and {‘%Jj} are nested intervals, i.e., &, > 6Z3 > CL, 3 * * *; 
a,3 B,> t-is53 *-*. 
(iii) For each A # 1 (resp. B > 0), there are finitely many j for which 
A E Gj (resp. B E aj). 
Proof. (i) The necessity of the condition A E cl&j, B E cl%j follows 
immediately from the results of Sections 2 and 3. For, by Section 2, the 
limiting form of a solution is a sequence of horizontal and vertical lines, 
and, by Section 3, the intersections of these lines withy = - t are the points 
t!. The hypothesis A E cMj, B E ~1%~ requires that A and B lie on the 
closure of the vertical segments at t = - 1 and t = 0, respectively, for the 
limiting solution to (1.1) corresponding to the solution to (3.1) with tj+ , = 
- 1, t, = 0; if this hypothesis is not satisfied, the limiting solution cannot 
be the correct one. 
To establish the existence and uniqueness of solutions, consider the 
solutions y( t, c) to (1.1) satisfying 
y(Q) = B, y’(O,c) = -K/C. (4-l) 
By the estimates of Section 2, there is a unique Kj # 0 such that the 
solution with K = Kj has the desired limiting value as z + 0. ( Kj is chosen 
so that lim r+Oy(t,c) = -t{ for t near 0; this uses B E aj. The rest of the 
limiting behavior follows automatically from the results of Section 3.) We 
shall show that if A E Gj there is a unique Kj(e) such that Kj(e) + Kj as 
c + 0, and the solution through y(O,c) = B with slope y’(0,~) = - Kj(c)/e 
satisfies y( - 1,~) = A. (This “local” uniqueness suffices to ensure unique- 
ness of solutions with boundary layers at both ends and j - 1 intersections 
with y = -t, since, by Section 3, any such solution must have the limiting 
behavior described in the theorem.) 
Consider the solutions to (l.l), (4.1), with 1 K - Kjl < S, 6 arbitrarily 
small. The next two lemmas are monotonicity results. The first one concerns 
the limiting values of the solution, and could be phrased as a statement 
about Eqs. (3.1). (See Lemma 4.2.) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let tj(c,K) be the value oft where the solution y(t,~,K) to 
(l.l), (4.1) hits y = -t for the jth time. (By definition, lim,,,-,tj+,(~,K) = 
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- 1.) Then for 6 sufficiently small, 
(4.2) 
so lim ,,c~~(e,K) is a monotone decreasing function of K. 
Proof The monotonicity follows from the estimates in Section 2. For, 
using the cubic of Proposition 2.1, it can be seen from Lemma 2.1 that 
increasing K or increasing B has the effect of increasing -lim,,,+,(~,K) 
and -1im ,,&nJy’(tr,~,K)J, in a transversal way: 
$limf,(E,K) < 0; 
<+O 
-& limcln(y’(t,,c,K)I < 0. 
c-0 
Similarly, from Lemma 2.2, increasing lim,,,It,(c, K)I, lim,,,)< 
lnJy’(t,,e,K)(I increases lirt~,,,~~~(~,K)I and lim,,,eJy’(t,,c,K)J. Continu- 
ing, alternating Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we find that (4.2) holds. q 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.1 implies that for 
K < Kj (resp. K > Kj), fj+,(q K) > tj+,(c, Kj) (resp. tj+,(c, K) < 
tj+,(q Kj)) for all c sufficiently small. Thus, for q 6 small, y(- 1, 6, K) is 
arbitrarily close to the upper limit of 6Ej for K c Kj and the lower limit of gj 
for K > Kj (see Fig. 4.2). As we will see, y(- 1, c, K) is not monotone for 
I K - Kjl < 6, any fixed 6, for all z sufficiently small. However, we shall 
show that there is a smaller, c-dependent interval in K such that JJ( - 1, c, K) 
is a monotone function of K on this interval, and the image of this interval 
tends to 6Jj as c + 0. Furthermore, as K passes the boundaries of this 
FIG. 4.2. The limiting form of nearby solutions to (1.1) with the same value of B and 
different values of ~‘(0, C) = -K/c (j = 1). For K = t!, the limiting solution has a vertical 
segment at t = - I. For K < Kj (resp. K > K,) the limltmg solution has a horizontal segment 
near the upper (resp. lower) endpoint of &Tj. 
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interval, the size of the “vertical” segment at t = - 1 tends to zero, so the 
limiting behavior changes from vertical to horizontal. This suffices to prove 
the uniqueness of the solution with boundary layers at both ends, and j 
(strictly) interior turning points. 
By Lemma 4.1, for each E sufficiently small, rj+ ,( r,K) is a monotone 
function of K near Kj, so 3!Kj,(e) such that lj+ ,(e,Kj,(c)) = - 1. By 
definition of tj+ ,( e, K ), 
Y(fj+](c,K)Yc7K) = -tj+,(r,K). (4.3) 
Differentiating (4.3) with respect o Kj and evaluating at K = Kj,(e), we get 
l,~,Kji(e)) = -[l +y’(-l.c*Kji(e))] g(c,Kj,). 
Now y’(tj+,(e, K), E, K) is < 0 and 0(1/c). Furthermore, by Lemma 4.1, 
dtj+,(~, K)/dK < 0. Hence (a/aK)y(- 1, z, Kj,(c)) < 0 and 0(1/r), and 
there is an interval Kj-(c) < K < Kj+(c) such that (a/aK)y(- 1, E, K) 
< 0. 
It remains to be shown that the above interval may be chosen so that the 
image under the map K + y( - 1, e, K) tends to f, as z + 0, and that 
outside this interval, the limit behavior near t = - 1 is horizontal. 
To see this, we note that the monotonicity persists as long as 
(8/8K)y(-1, E, K) < 0. Also, the conditions y = y(t, C, K ), 
(a/aK)y(t, C, K) = 0 define the envelope of the trajectories y(t, e, K) 
parameterized by K. Thus, monotonicity persists until a curve y(t, e, K) 
touches the envelope at t = - 1. From the variational equation of (1.1) 
around y(t, E, Kj,), it can be seen that @/aK)y(t, C, K)I,=,j,< 0 for 
It - 1) I o(JT). s ince the width of the boundary layer is O(C), it follows 
that the curves y( t, 6, K) for nearby K intersect near the top and bottom of 
6Zj for c small. (Geometrically, the envelope of the limiting functions (as 
E + 0) is a pair of curves through the “corners” separating the horizontal 
and vertical segments. For E > 0, the envelope is a pair of curves converging 
to the limiting pair.) Outside the interval Kj-(c) < K < K,+(C), and for 
1 K - Kjl sufficiently small, the size of the “boundary layer jump” 
lim,,-,lim,,,ly(- 1, E, K(E)) -y(t, z, K(c))1 is zero. 
Having proven (i), we now turn to the proof of (ii). We first show that 
sj 3 eBj+* 3 -*-. It suffices to prove that t{+2 > t{. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose i, < t,. Let {c}, {ti} be the solution to (3.1) with 
t, = - 1, t, = i, or t,, respectiuely. Then for each i, < < ti. 
Proof: 3!n(fesp. K) such that the solution to (1.1) satisfying y(O,c) = 0, 
y’(O,r) = --E/.. (resp. -E/K) crossesy = -t, in the limit as c + 0, at t, 
(resp. t,); if t, < t,, th en K > K. We know from Lemma 4.1 that the 
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successive crossing points are, in the limit, monotone functions of K, and 
from Section 3 that these crossing points approach solutions of (3.1). q 
We now return to the proof of (ii). It follows immediately that t{+* > t{y. 
For if not, we would have t;+, 1 t/z:, for some j; but, by hypothesis, 
tj’+, = -1 and tj+*> -1 
A similar arg&&it shows that &. > @. . That is, the point - 1 and the . 
next nearest points t,’ or t J+* 
i 
deternmre a’szution to (3.1). As in Lemma 4.2, 
tl> tji++l and tjj+* < t&, so 6Zj > 6Zj+*. 
J 
In order to prove (iii), first consider B > 0. Since t{ is monotone in j, it 
suffices to know that t{ + 0 as j + cc, since B will then eventually be 
outside 93j for large enough j. This, in turn follows by considering solutions 
to (1.1) which, in the limit as E + 0, crosses y = -t for the first time at t{. 
It is then clear that if t{ is bounded away from 0, we could not have the 
required t/+ , = - 1. (Indeed, we would have t/?, + - cc .) 
A similar argument holds for A # 1: i.e., tj + - 1, t{+* + - 1, so any 
A # 1 must eventually fall outside aj for sufficiently large j. Cl 
Note that this argument does not rule out a countable number of 
“limiting solutions” for A = 1, B < 0. However, the bound on t necessary 
to ensure the existence of a real solution with j strictly interior crossings 
withy = -t may go to zero as j + cc. 
Next, we deal with solutions (other than the constant solutions) which, in 
the limit as E + 0, have horizontal segments near both t = - 1 and t = 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose B 2 0. For each odd j L 3, consider the solution 
to (3.1) with tj = -A and t, = -B. (See Fig. 4.3a and b.) 
Y 
Y 
A 
\ 
-1 t3 t2 tl 
)t 
t3 
-1 t* 
)t 
5 
(b) 
FIG. 4.3. Solutions to (1.1) withj = 3 and “horizontal” segments near f = - I and t = 0. 
(a) A C I. (b) A > I. 
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(i) There is a unique solution to (l.l), (1.2) which approaches horizontal 
segments at t = 0 and t = - 1, and which has j (resp. j - 1) turning points in 
[ - 1,Oj (not necessarily strictly interior) if the following is satisfied: Zf A I 1, 
then t,+, < 1 (resp. A > 1, then - 1 < tj-, < 0). Also (t2)2 > 3B2. A neces- 
sary condition for such a solution is tj+, I - 1 if A I 1 (0 I -tie, 5 1 if 
A 1 1) and tz I 3B2. 
(ii) Zf for some j, (t$)2 < 3B2, then (ti+2)2 < 3B2. Zf A I 1 and 
t/+,> -1, then t/G:> -1. Zf A L 1 and tii_,@[-l,O], then t/G:@ 
[-- 1901. 
(iii) Zf A # 1 or B > 0, there are only finite& many solutions to (l.l), 
(1.2). 
Proof (i) We first establish the necessity of the conditions in (i). As in 
Theorem 4.1, the conditions come from the requirement hat the limiting 
solutions intersect y = -t exactly at the {t/}, where {t/} is the solution to 
(3.1) with the boundary conditions given in the theorem. 
The condition (t2)2? 3B2 requires that there be no negative solution to 
the i = 1 equation of (3.1) (with t, = -B, t2 given by the appropriate 
solution to (3.1)). Equivalently, there is no “next point” to the right of t, 
which is still < 0. (For the limiting solution to (1. l), (1.2) must have -B as 
the first point of intersection withy = -t if B < 0; for B = 0 the condition 
is vacuous.) Similarly, the condition on $+, (if A < 1) demands that 
t = -A be the last (limiting) point of intersection before t = - 1; if A > 1, 
the condition on I’+, requires that t = -A be the first point of intersection 
fort5 -1. 
We now go to the existence and uniqueness of the solutions. Using 
Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2), we see that (t2)2> 3B2 implies 3!Lj# 0 such that 
the solution to (1.1) with 
J&C) = B, y'(O,c) = -eLL/', (4.4) 
and L = Lj has a limiting behavior whose first vertical strip is through ti. 
(It follows that the limiting behavior of this y(t, C, Lj) is a series of 
horizontal and vertical strips cutting y = - t through all the {t,/‘}.) We shall 
show that for each e sufficiently small, 3!Lj(c) such that Lj(e) + Lj as 
E + 0, and the solution through ~(0, e) = B, ~‘(0, 4) = -e -‘j(‘)/’ satisfies 
y(- 1, e) = A. A s in Theorem 4.1, we need a monotonicity result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let ti(q L) be the value of t where the solution y(t, C, L) 
satisfying (4.4) hits y = -t for the ith time. (By definition, lim,,,tj(e, Lj) = 
-A.) Then, for L near Lj and i > 1, lim,,,,(dt,/dL)(e, L) < 0. 
Proof: As in Lemma 4.2, we use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 alternately to see 
that increasing L increases - ti for each i > 1. Cl 
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We return to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Lemma 4.3 implies that for 
L < Lj (resp. L > Lj), ti(c, L) > ti(c, L,) (resp. ti(c, L) < ti(c, Lj)) for all 
f sufficiently small. Also, by hypothesis, lim,,ay(- 1, C, L) = 
- lim C+,,tj(c, L). Hence, for fixed 6 small, and all c sufficiently small, 
y(-l&L, -6)tA <y(--l&L, +a). 
To finish (i) it suffices to show that for 1 L - Ljl I 6, ay/aL > 0. This is 
somewhat easier than the analogous proof for Theorem 4.1, since the 
monotonicity holds for /L - Ljl 5 6, where 6 may be chosen independently 
of c. (See Fig. 4.4.) By definition of li(c, L), we have 
Differentiating this with respect o L yields 
&(c,L),c,L) = -[l + y’(l;(r.L),c,L)& 
By Lemma 4.2 dti/dL < 0. Also, for E, 6 sufficiently small, y’(ti(c, L),E, L) 
is exponentially small, so (i3/i3L)y(ti(~, L),r, L) m -dti/dL < 0. Further- 
more, as E + 0, y(ti(c,L),c,L) + lim,,,y(- l,c,L). Hence we may also 
conclude that @/aL)y( - 1,q L) < 0. 
(ii) To show that (tj)2 < 3B2 * (ti+2)2 <-3B2, it suffices to show that 
lti+2) < Itil. This follows from the arguments in the proof of Theorem 
4.l(ii). The assertion for A 5 1 follows from the fact that the first point to 
the left of rj in the solution to (3.1) with tj = -A, t, = -B becomes closer 
to tj as j increases. Similarly, if A I 1, the assertion claimed in (ii) follows 
FIG. 4.4. The limiting forms of solutions to (I. I) with the same B but different ~‘(0, c, L) 
= -CL/’ (nearby L). 
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from the fact that the first point to the right of tj in the solution to (3.1) with 
tj = -A, t, = -B is closer to tj as j increases. 
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii). Cl 
The two combinations left to be done (for B 2 0 or, if B < 0, /3 = 0) of 
horizontal and vertical limiting behavior near t = 0, t = - 1 are proved by 
the methods of the two previous theorems. Hence, we shall merely state the 
results. Theorem 4.3 concerns solutions which, in the limit, are horizontal 
near t = 0 and vertical at t = - 1. Theorem 4.4 concerns the reverse 
combination. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose B 2 0. For each odd j 2 3, consider the solution 
(t/+‘} to (3.1) with tj+,= - 1, t, = -B. Let C?,(B) be the interval 
CBtj, -tj+*). 
(i) There is a unique solution to (1. l), (1.2) having a boundary layer at 
t = - 1, no boundary layer at t = 0, and j turning points (including t, = 0 if 
B = 0, strictly interior otherwise), if A E C?,(B) and (t2)2 > 3B2. A neces- 
sary condition for such a solution is A E cl ej( B), (t,)’ L 3B2. 
(ii) If A # 1 or B > 0, there are at most finitely many j for which there 
is such a solution. Cl 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose B > 0 or, if B < 0, p = 0. For each odd j 2 3, 
consider the solution {t/} to (3.1) with tj = -A, to = 0. Let Qj(A) be the 
interval (- 00, -t,). Then 
(i) There is a solution to (1. l), (1.2) with a boundary layer at t = 0, no 
boundary layer at t = - 1 and j (resp. j - 1) crossings with y = --I if 
B E qj(A) and fj+, < - 1 for A 5 1 (resp. -1 < tj-,tO for A > 1); 
these crossings are strictly interior except possibly for tj (if A = 1). A 
necessary condition for such a solution is B E clqj( A), tj+ 1 I - 1 for 
A I 1 (resp. - 1 5 tj-, I 0 for A > 1). 
(ii) If A # 1 or B > 0, there are at most finitely many j for which there 
is such a solution. Cl 
The techniques of Section 3 used in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 work only for 
j I 3. There are solutions for j = 1, and these cases may be done by going 
back to the results of Section 2 from which those of Section 3 were derived: 
PROPOsITION 4.1. Suppose 0 I B < l/ fi Let L, = 4 - B2, andy,(t, 6) 
the solution to (1.1) with y,(O, E) = B, y;(O, E) = - 1. L-et C?,(B) be the open, 
first vertical segment of the limiting solutions of y(t, C) as c + 0. (See Fig. 
4.5.) Then if A E C?,(B), there is a unique solution to (1 .l), (1.2) with a 
boundary layer at t = - 1, no boundary layer at t = 0, and intersecting 
y = -t exactly once. Furthermore, if y(t, f) is this solution, then ~‘(0, E) = 
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FIG. 4.5. A limiting solution for the casej = 1, Theorem 4.3, 
-e --L,(r)ir, where L,(c) + E, as e + 0. If B > l/ 0 there is no such 
solution. 0 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose A > l/ 0, B < A. Then there is a unique 
solution to (l.l), (1.2) with a boundary layer at t = 0, no boundary layer at 
t = - 1, having exactly one (resp. no) strictly interior point of intersection 
with y = -t if A < 1 (resp. A > l), and no interior points of intersection with 
y = t. (See Fig. 4.6.) Furthermore, if y(t, E) is this solution, then y’(0) = 
-K,(c)/E, where K,(E) + K, E (A3 - B3)/3. Zf A < l/ 0, there is no 
such solution. 0 
The four previous theorems deal with solutions to (1.1) for which there 
are no strictly interior crossing points with y = t, B 1 0, or B < 0 and 
j3 = 0. We now indicate how those theorems must be modified if B < 0 and 
j3 < 0. The next theorem refers to solutions which, in the limit as c + 0, 
Y 
FIG. 4.6. A limiting solution for the case j = 1, Theorem 4.4 
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have a vertical segment at t = 0; the final one deals with solutions that 
approach a horizontal line near t = 0. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose B < 0. Consider the solution {f?, t/} to (3.1), 
(3.9), (3.10) with t,+, = - 1 if the limiting behavior near t = - 1 is vertical, 
or tj = -A if the limiting behavior near t = - 1 is horizontal. Let gj be the 
interval (- tj, - tj+2) if the limiting solution is vertical near t = - 1. Let 
aj = (- 00,fi). If the limiting solution is horizontal near t = 0, let qj(A) = 
(--NJ,&. Then 
(i) Theo_renls_ 4.1 (iland 4.4 (i) continue to hold if aj, aj, and qj(A) are 
replaced by QiIaj and “j>i( A), and the word “odd ” changed to “even.” 
(ii>iz23@43s6 . ..) B,c?ii,cB, . . . . 
(iii) For each A # 1, there are finitely many j for which A E gj. 0 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose B < 0. Consider the solution (f3, tj} to (3.1), (3.9) 
with /!I = B and tj+, or tj given as in Theorem 4.5. Let gj be as in Theorem 
4.5. Then 
(i) Theorems 4.2,4.3(i) continue to hold if&Zj is replaced by gj, ( t,)2 > 3B2 
replaced by (t,)’ > 3B2, and “odd ” is replaced by “even”. 
(ii) As in Theorem 4.5. 
(iii) As in Theorem 4.5. Cl 
Remarks. 1. For each of the four combinations of horizontal and 
vertical behavior near the endpoints (six cases for B < 0) there is a slight 
difference between necessary and sufficient conditions; the necessary condi- 
tions involve certain closed intervals, while the sufficient conditions hold on 
the interior of those intervals. The difference is due to the fact that for each 
fixed c > 0, there is a region around certain values of A and B for which the 
number of solutions is not necessarily the same as the number of limiting 
solutions as E + 0; the size of each such region goes to 0 with E. 
To see why this is so, it is useful to consider (1.1) as an initial value 
problem, with B = ~(0, E) and ~‘(0, c) specified. As an example, we shall 
consider B fixed, B E $8 ,, B 4 ‘%‘3 (i.e., B < l/ Dand close to l/ fi), and 
increase Iy’(0, c)[ from 0. For y’ = 0, y(l, C) s B. If y’(0, E) = --e-‘/‘, and 
L is now decreased from co, there is a last value of L (namely, L, = l/3 - 
B2) for which lim,,,y z B. For f- d ixe c small, y(- 1, c, L) stays o(1) from 
y = B for L > L,. As L passes L,, y(-l,~, L) moves rapidly up. (By 
“rapid,” we mean that a change of order 0( 1) in y( - 1, E, L) is produced by 
a o(1) change in L.) This increase continues until y( - 1, E, L) hits some 
point close to the upper endpoint of C?,(B), and y( - 1, C, L) starts to 
decrease. Since the upper limit is not exactly the boundary of L?,(B) for 
fixed C, the number of solutions to (1. l), (1.2) for A very close to this 
boundary may be two more or less than the number of limiting solutions. 
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FIG. 4.7. The limiting forms of solutions withy(0, C) = B, ~‘(0, 6) = --e - ‘1’. with vary@g 
L. The arrow indicates motion as L is decreased; the double arrow indicates rapid. (a) L x L,. 
(b) L3 < L < t,. 
After L passes L,, a decrease in L leads to a slow decrease in y( - 1, E, L). 
(By “slow,” we mean that a change of 0( 1) in y( - 1, C, L) is produced by an 
O(1) change in L.) (see Fig. 4.7.) The decrease continues until L reaches a 
value M & where the solution to (1.1) with ~$0, E, L) = B, ~'(0, c, L) = 
-e -‘Jr has a limiting behavior with a vertical segment at t = - 1 and 
three strictly interior turning points. It then undergoes a rapid increase in 
Y(-l,~, L) for L M L3 and, as before, stops at a value of y near the upper 
endpoint of C?,(B). This alternation of rapid increases and slow declines in 
y( - 1, C, L) continues a finite number of times for L E [0, cc]. (Indeed, for 
B close enough to l/ 0, the first rise near L = L, is the only such rise; the 
number of rises can be computed by solving (3.1) with t, = 0, t, = B, and 
finding the last j such that tZj > - 1.) The rapid rises correspond to 
solutions which are approximately vertical near t = - 1; the slow declines 
correspond to solutions which are close to horizontal near t = - 1. 
Thereafter, as 1 y’l increases, we consider ~‘(0, E) = -K/r. Increasing K 
(see Fig. 4.8a) at first increases y( - 1, C, K) slowly (slow and rapid have the 
same meaning as for y( - 1, C, L)). The slow increase ends when v( - 1, 6, K) 
reaches a point near the upper value of @ ,, at K * K,; for K near K,, there 
is then a rapid decrease in JJ( - 1, C, K), (see Figure 4.8b) which ends near 
the bottom of @ ,. For larger K, the value of y( - 1, E, K) thereafter increases 
with K, and is unbounded. If B E CZj, B 65 Gjj+* for somej, there would be a 
finite sequence of slow increases and rapid declines in y( - 1, 6, K) before 
the final monotone increase. Once again, near every value of A for which 
(i3/i3K )y( - 1, E, K) = 0, the asymptotic count of solutions to (1. l), (1.2) 
may be off by two. 
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t 
-1 
-1 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 4.8. The limiting forms of solutions with ~(0, C) = B, ~‘(0, c) = -K/c, with varying 
K. The arrows indicate motion of y( - I, z, K) as K increases. (a) K < K,. (b) Km K,. 
2. Consider (1. l), (1.2) now as a boundary value problem, with A and B 
as variables. For example, suppose we fii B and 6 > 0 with 6 << 1. As we 
vary A, the number of solutions changes by two (either up or down) as 
certain critical values of A are passed; these points correspond to changes in 
the sign of (a/N)y(- 1, E, K) or (?l/S)y(- 1, E, L) and have been com- 
puted in the limit as Q + 0. The disappearance (or appearance) of two 
solutions is accomplished by a bifurcation: two solutions coalesce and then 
disappear. The prototype example is B < l/ 6, A variable. As A decreases 
past l/ fi, the boundary layer of the solution which is asymptotically s A 
(for - 1 < t < 0) tends to zero in length, and the solution coalesces with 
FIG. 4.9. A pair of solutions to (1. I), (1.2) with B < l/ &. As A crosses l/ fi (in the 
limit as c + 0). The solutions coalesce and disappear. 
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another solution which is asymptotically = l/ D (for - 1 < t < 0). (See 
Fig. 4.9.) For A < I/ fi and E small enough, neither of these solutions 
exists. 
3. The methods of this paper can also be used to get a complete analysis 
of solutions for t 2 0. 
APPENDIX: THE CASE B < A < 0 
PROPOSITION A. Suppose B < A < 0. Then there is a unique solution to 
(1. l), (1.2). The limiting behavior of the solution for - 1 < t < 0 is as follows: 
ifB5 --‘(A, = - 1, 
0 liliy(t,c) 0 
ifB<A< -L 
0’ 
Jiy(t,4 = A, 
1 
if--SIB<, 
0 
jiy(t,c) = B. 
(See Fig. A.l.) 
ProoJ It follows from the estimates of Section 2 that, in each case, the 
above constant is the only possible limiting behavior. To show that there is a 
unique solution corresponding to these boundary conditions, we may use 
the arguments of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Alternatively, we may apply the 
maximum principle to the difference of two solutions. If y,, .v, are solutions, 
Y 
FIG. A. 1. The limiting forms of solutions for the three different cases of Proposition A. 
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then W = y, - y2 satisfies 
cd - (yf - t2)w’ -[y;<x +y,)]w = 0, 
w( - 1) = w(0) = 0. 
Since [ y;( y2 + y2)] 1 0 we see that 
WGO. 0 
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